Concerted clearance of immune complexes bound to the human erythrocyte complement receptor: development of a heterologous mouse model.
Experiments in primates have demonstrated that immune complexes (IC) bound to erythrocytes (E) via complement receptor 1 (CR1) are cleared to the liver in a process which removes CR1, but otherwise spares the E. Human E are stabilized for >1 h in the circulation of the mouse if the terminal complement pathway is blocked, and we used this paradigm to examine clearance in a mouse model. Human E were opsonized with an anti-CR1 mAb cross-linked to dsDNA (antigen-based heteropolymer, AHP), and then incubated with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) plasmas containing IgG anti-dsDNA to form IC in situ. These IC stably bind to E CR1 in the complete absence of complement, thus allowing analysis in a model which does not require human C3b to facilitate E binding. Dual label experiments, based on RIA, flow cytometry and fluorescence microscopy, were employed to monitor separately E and IC. When opsonized E-IC were injected into A/J mice, >90% of the IC were rapidly removed from the E coincident with loss of CR1. The E remained in the circulation while IC were localized to the liver, mainly to Kupffer cells. Preliminary experiments in NZB/W mice, which spontaneously develop IgG anti-dsDNA, indicated that infusion of E-AHP led to rapid binding of murine IgG to the E-AHP, followed by removal of the nascent IC from E, and loss of CR1 in a concerted reaction. These studies provide additional evidence that E CR1 functions as a privileged site for IC clearance, and that the key step in clearance requires removal of CR1 from E to release bound IC for uptake by acceptor macrophages. This model can be extended to genetically altered mice to investigate the role of specific Fc gamma receptors as well as complement receptors in IC clearance.